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Congressional Closeup

P

artisan warfare erupts
over Lake nomination

by Carl Osgood
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plained, "We couldn't consider any

tions, and compensation plans that re

[Budge(] committee. The committee

thing unless we thought going in that

ward doctors for withholding treat

isn't close to doing anything about a

they were illegal activities."

ment for the benefit of the health plan.

budget. The Republicans don't want

Two other Senate bills, offered by

to talk about the budget, which to me

Bob Torricelli (D-NJ.) cautioned,
extraordi

Paul Wellstone (D-Minn. ) and Bob

is the main issue of the year, and the

narily high standard for undertaking
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of budget gridlock
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ation of a budget resolution, based on

is by denying patients the care they
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that somehow the President should
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politicizing it way beyond anything we
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the same press conference, warned:
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